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Why do we think we need indicators?

• Summarise and simplify?
• Help focus on specific issues?
• Report on progress?
• Inform decision making?
• Drive policy development?
• Raise awareness / wider engagement?
• To hold accountable? 



Challenges

• Expectations of indicators
• Different audiences
• Integration in policy making
• Integration between indicators
• Plethora of indicators and targets
• Assessment approach



Policy frameworks & indicators

• 1994 - The UK Strategy

• 1999 - A better quality of life

• 2005 - Securing the future

• 1996 - Indicators of SD (120)

• 1999 - Quality of life counts (147)

• 2005 - Framework / Strategy indicators (68)



Communication - leaflets



• Described in 2001 by a UK Commissioner 
for Sustainable Development as

“The single most important development in the 
communication of sustainable development ”

Communication - leaflets

• Emulated by others, including:
– European Commission / Eurostat
– Environment Agency (England & Wales)
– Finnish Environment Institute



• 68 indicators
• Simple presentation
• ‘Traffic light’ assessments
• Pie-chart summaries

Indicators in your pocket

• 55,000 copies since July



Hard work in the background

• Stakeholder consultation / workshops
• Reviewing existing indicators
• Developing an indicator framework
• Cross-government consultation / agreement
• Collating data annually for all the measures
• Agreeing assessments of progress
• Publication
• Developing new indicators 

(most recently wellbeing)



Indicator framework

Sustainable consumption & 
production

Natural resource protection & 
enhancement

Climate change & energy

Creating sustainable 
communities & a fairer world

Decoupling emissions, 
resource use & waste

Society                
Employment & poverty    
Education                 
Health                     
Mobility & access    
Justice & equity     
Housing              
Wellbeing       
International     
Contextual



Greenhouse gas emissions



Aviation & shipping emissions



Private car CO2 emissions



Water stress - winter



Water stress - summer



Properties at risk of flooding
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Other indicators

• Sectoral emission ‘decoupling’ indicators
• Renewable energy
• Electricity generation and emissions
• Adaptation? Bird populations
• Other biodiversity indicators e.g.

– Butterflies
– Plant diversity
– Species status



Spring index - phenology



Other indicators

• Indicators for climate change objectives
– Global CO2 emissions to 2050
– Areas with sustainable abstraction of water
– Global carbon market
– UK greenhouse gas and CO2 emissions
– Emissions intensity of the UK economy
– Emissions reductions from new policies



Other indicators

• Supporting intermediate objectives
– Fuel poverty
– Emissions by sector
– Energy consumption
– Carbon intensity of energy production
– International assistance for adaptation



• Sustainable Consumption & Production
– Resource efficiency
– Consumption impacts
– Energy efficiency of domestic appliances
– CO2 emissions of Government Estate

Other indicators



• Local Government Performance
– CO2 emissions from local authority operations
– CO2 emissions from local authority community
– Local adaptation to climate change

Other indicators



• Do cover many climate change indicators
• But could include more on

– Embedded emissions
– Effects of international aviation emissions
– Adaptation
– Biofuels?
– Actual changes to the climate

SD indicators as a framework?



Successful indicators

• Change the World?
• Challenge governments?
• Tell us everything?
• Drive policy? Influence may be? 
• Raise awareness? 
• Get in newspapers?
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• Involve policy colleagues
• Have policy support and commitment
• Have user-friendly communication
• Are compact and concise
• Get the message across!

Successful indicators



Now there’s an idea …

Climate change 
in your pocket

www.sustainable-development.gov.uk
www.defra.gov.uk


